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Justin Munoz
➢A non-profit post-secondary education 
program, founded in 2015 by UNLV 
professor Josh Baker.
➢Purpose: Provide a safe environment 
where students with 
intellectual/developmental disabilities 
can feel welcomed.
➢Goals: Expand education, build on career 
goals, and develop independent living 
skills.
➢Required a lot of patience, as I had to wait 
until anyone of the enrolled students that 
require assistance to show up.
➢Expectations were honestly neutral, as the 
volunteer work - help students with school 
work - is straightforward.
➢For three months, I mainly just interacted 
with other students and got to know them, 
only really being able to actually help one of 
the enrolled students the whole time.
➢While it felt like nothing was being 
accomplished, I later realized that, regardless 
of if I was helping somebody or not, I still 
communicated with them. I interacted with 
my peers and made them feel included. And 
that’s the whole point of this program.
➢ I also realized how the exclusion of 
intellectually disabled students is still 
common in most American schools.
➢ I honestly cannot tell how my involvement 
made a difference, but I believe I at least got 
to show that there are more people in the 
world who are willing to interact with others 
different from them.
➢My future expectations that I can think of are 
to continue my efforts in making people feel 
welcomed.
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Project F.O.C.U.S
(Forming Occupational and Community 
Understanding for Success)
Providing Inclusion for the Intellectually 
ImpairedWhat is Project F.O.C.U.S?
Community Service 
Paradigm
Of all the Community Paradigms, Project F.O.C.U.S. fits under the 
“Social Change” paradigm the most.
“Social Change” is defined as building relationships with smaller 
groups and help them feel accepted. Additionally, it focuses on 
the values of the issue rather than the issue itself.
Project F.O.C.U.S. works with intellectually disabled students, not 
only to help them feel included, but also to explore potential 
academic, career, and individual living goals.
Project F.O.C.U.S tackles the issue of segregation 
among students with intellectual disabilities.
The current state of this issue is improving, but still has a few setbacks here and there:
● The Higher Education Opportunity Act, passed in 2008, authorized further development of post-
secondary programs to help encourage students with intellectual disabilities to attend college. 
There are currently over 250 post-secondary programs in the United States geared towards 
these particular individuals.
● Despite the increase of such programs, there is still the problem of college faculty being unable 
to provide support for students with intellectual disabilities, students continuing to lack access 
to inclusive classrooms, and lack of data regarding the attitudes towards students with ID.
My Service Learning 
Experience
Ideal State of Social Issue
➢Individuals would be included in society rather than separated, with more 
knowledge on the mindset of inclusion.
➢People would be less surprised by those who are different, and instead see 
them as being an expectation.
